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SPEAKER RECOGNITION BY MEANS-CF SHORT SPEECH SEGMENTS.ANALYSIS
USING TIME—VARYING LINEAR PREDICTION IN LATTICE FORMULATION

_ JANUSZ ZALEWSKI _
Technical University of Wroclaw,50-37C wroclaw,Poland

Abstract - This paper presents the.method

of speaker recognition.in.this technique

the reflection coefficients obtained from

short speech segments by means of time-

varying linear prediction in lattice

formulation procedure was utilized as

the identification parameters and the mi-

nimum of time-average spectral difference

between the corresponding short speech
segments was the recognition criterion.

The results of the recognition task using

this method has been compared with others.

INTRODUCTION

The procedure utilized in any approach to

speaker identification could substantially

influence the resulting level of the ulti-

mate identification accuracy of the used t5
chnique.In this regard,two distinctly sepa-

'rate operational phases may be identified
for any approach of this type. First,the i-

dentification parameters and associated

measurement technique must be chosen.Seco§

dly,statistical distance measurement and a

ssociatted decision criterion must be i-

dentified and evaluated.

as

In the research we have previously re-

ported /1,2,3/ the speaker has been repre-

sented by some phonemes,or short segments

of speech regarded as the reference samples.

The minimum cumulated distance measure bet-
ween corresponding test and reference sam-

ples was the decision criterion.The method

we have presented may be succesfully used

a procedure for identifying individuals

from their speech.- at last under laboratg
ry conditions.The parameter sets,chosen for

speech waveforms parametrisation was the

predictor coefficients and the cepstrum
obtained via parametric analysis of speech

signals,using an autoregressive modeltFor

linear predictive coding,it is asumed that

the signal is stationary over the time of

analysis,and therefore the coefficients
given in this model are constants.However

speech signal to be modeled.even in shortr

segments as are the.phonemes. is not sta
I

Ationary.Therefore it seems to be reasonable

to use an autoregressive signal modelling

in which the coefficients are time-varying

i.e. each coefficient in the model is allo-

wed to change in time,by assuming it is a
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THEORETICAL. BASES ‘ ‘1 .

The fundamental works on linear prediction‘

of time-varying signals was done by Lipora

ce /4/, Hall/5], Hall et al. /6/ Turner

and Dickinson/7/,and Jurkiewicz/Bl. In prg

sent research it was utilized time-varying

linear predictor in lattice formulation

done by Jurkiewicz, who has reformulated

the linear predictive technique to estima-

te the variable parameters kj(n) of the in

versef filter in lattice form,as depicted

in Fig.1, rather than in direct form. That

is the inverse filter is in lattice form,

and its parameters kj(n) are estimated by

minimizing the given (after Burg) MSE

norm /8/-

L (£201) + b2(n)) (1)
133‘? 3 3
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and u1(n) are the time series (eg trigono-

metric functions as in Fourier series)

,benoting

ll (n) ' i (6)

(n.1) (7)

j to simplifi-

$3-1~ ff nJ ( )

' = b.
t3 (n) 0-1

and omitting the subscript

cate notation,equations (1) - (5) become

L

D=z(f2(n) +b2(n)) (8)
n=0

f(n) = f'(n) + k(n).b'(n) (9)

b(n5 = b'(n) + k(n).f‘(n) (10)

-1

k (n) = N q1 . u1 (n) (11)

1=O

Minimizing the error D with respect to emm

coefficient ql by setting

12:0
Qq

yelds the linear normal equations

'1: 0,1, ooN‘1 (13)

,1=°,1’00N-"1 (12)

ql ' R11 ‘ Si
L

1,1 = Q0 ui (n). new?“where R
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Si = ui (n) 0 C(11) (15)
n=o

C(n) = - 2 {(n) . b'(n) (1e)

d(n) = f'2(n) + b'2 (n) (17)

The coefficients q are specified by the

equation (13) , or in matrix form

R x Q = S (18)

Below is the complete algorithm for descri-

bed time-varying linear prediction in lat-

tice formulation:

In each j-th step of analysis (i.e. in j-th

section of the filter:

-the matrix R and the vector S are com-

‘puted from equations (14),(15),(16) and(17)

- the set of equations (13) or (17) are

solved,
.

-the signals f'(n3 and b'(n) are filtered

according eq (9) and (10) in the lattice sy

stem (Fig.1) '

This set of operations is repeated in each

succeding step 3, for 3:1,2 to J.

In the experiments described in this paper

each of 10 reflection coefficients kj(n)

was evaluated, according eq (9), as the li-

near combination of 3 or 5 time functions.

1 i=0

cos(n(i+1)JI/m ), 1 odd (19)111(1'1) =

sin(n i JI / m ), i even

i: 0'1'00l.’ N

NT“ 'ncM /T , -

{)c = digital cut-off frequency of

T O

ki(n) spectrum,

M = period of the ui(n) functions set.

For each sample,from the filter parameters

trajectories ki(n),the 10 sets of A0 cep-

strum coefficients was evaluated; each set

at one of 10 equidistant time instants.

From the cepstrum coefficients of the refe-

rence sample c1. and those of the test sam-

ple Ci, the time average spectral differen-

ce (i.e. the time-average Euclidean distan-

ce of c1 and c sets,multip1ied by 10/ln 10)i
was computed. The time-average spectral dif-

ference is

_g _ 2 1/2
2 fiz1 (°k’°k)')d = 10.@og fi-(L‘1 2%

1:1

where ok = ck(l) are the cepstral coeffi—

cients of the test sample,c£ = ck l) are

the cepstral coefficients of the reference

sample, 1 - succeding time instant at which

the cepstra are evaluated,L ~ number of

time instants at which the cepstra are eva-

luated (here 10), K number of cepstral co-

efficients representing the sample (here ho)

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE ’

Subiects were the same 20 male speakers as

in speaker recognition experiments /3/,whe-

re speakers have been represented by some

phonemes,and the parameter set for speech

waveforms parametrisation,was the predictor

coefficients,obtained using autoregressive

model with constant coefficients.The speech

material consisted of 240 utterances,inclu-

ding 2 repetitions of 6 Polish vowels la,

o,e,i,u,y/each spoken in two contexts.The

speech signal was manually segmented,to de-
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tach the vowels,pre-emphasized 6 dB per oc-

tave,low —pass filtered with 5 kHz cut-off

frequency,sampled at a rate of 10 ksamples

per second and converted into digital form

by means of 8-bit A/D converter.The seg-

ments of 100 ms duration was processed to

obtain 10 time-varying reflection coeffi-

cients trajectories. To compare test and re-

ference samples, the average spectral dif-

ferences between them was computed. In the

first speaker recognition experiment the

speakers were represented by a single pho-

neme,in the second by pairs (15 combined

tions),in the third by three (20 comb.)and

in the h-th - by four phonemes (15 comb.).

The minimum distance criterion was used as

the decision rule,i.e. the m-th test sample

was considered to be identical with the npth

reference,if for 5:1 to 20 and j£n,dmj‘ dInn

where dmn denote the distance measure (ave-

rage spectral difference) between the m-th

_ test and the n-th reference sample.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The detail results of all 112 recognition

experiments will be presented at the Con-

ress.Hereafter are presentedsome typical

results obtained in two experiments,first

where the speakers were represented by pho-

neme "i“ and second where the representa-

tion included phonemes “i" and "a".The re-

sults are compared with results of experi-

ments with parametrization obtained using

constant model. In table 1, the average re-

cognition errors are shown; subscript 1 de-

notes the first experiment,subscript a,i de-

notes the second,subscript v - variable mo-

del, subscript c - constant model.

TABLE 1. RECOGNITION ERRORS

Eilv Ei,c Ea,i,v Ea111c

0.050 0.183. 0.000 0.008

Several conclusions can be drawn from the

result of this research.First it may be sta-

ted that representation of speakers by short

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIlIIIIIIIII---------..
.......

speech segments and compariSOn of corres;

ponding segments may be succesfullly used

in a procedure for identifying individuals

from.their Speech. Second, the time-varying

linear prediction procedure in lattice for.

mulation is a convenient form of the parame

trisation procedure.Finally,it is shGWn that

augmenting.the number of speech segments re-

presenting the Speaker,cou1d possibly resu1t

in an even more powerful identification

process. 1
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